Monthly Training Grant Breakfasts, Fall 2019
Selected Wednesdays at 9:00 AM (unless otherwise noted)

September 4
CTRD predoctoral trainees swapping roles. What better way to promote broad thinking and understanding than to learn to present someone else’s research? Our new predoctoral trainees will present short talks at the first CTRD breakfast by presenting each other’s work. Come learn what these amazing young scientists have been up to: Megan Freiler, Kara Million, Kat Munley, & Sarah Wolf.

October 2
Speaker: Dr. Leonie Moyle, Professor of Biology, Indiana University
Title: “Sex, sperm, speciation: a role for postmating reproductive interactions in the evolution of species barriers in both animals and plants”

November 13
Speaker: Dr. Curt Lively, Distinguished Professor of Biology, Indiana University
Title: “How to Choose a Mate?”

December 11
Speaker: Dr. Courtney Fitzpatrick, Research Associate, Department of Biology, Indiana University
Title: “Pleiotropy and the Evolution of Paternal Care”